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Paciocco and Stuesser have produced a clearly and simply written overview of the principles forming the body of the law of evidence and the issues that arise in practice. The simplicity and conciseness of the book is not achieved at the expense of thoroughness and accuracy. The authors' discussion of the various issues includes citations to numerous key authorities setting out the rules of evidence and establishing the turning points on the various issues in this area of the law. These are listed in a table of cases at the end of the book, and the length of this list illustrates a scope that is excellent for a book of this length.

The book begins with a review of the sources of the law of evidence and its place within the trial process. The substantive discussion is introduced by an explanation of the central concepts of admissibility, materiality and relevance. Two chapters are devoted to the hearsay rule and the many exceptions to the rule. An overview of the special rules relating to opinion evidence follows. A succinct discussion of the concepts of privilege and self-incrimination and their various sub-rules is presented in the next two chapters. One of the longer chapters presents a discussion of the Charter issues that can arise in respect of how evidence is obtained. Many of the substantive sections are structured as a presentation of a rule or principle of evidence followed by a discussion of the development of the law on that point, or a practical explanation of that principle in context.

There are some chapters that introduce the practical aspects of evidence law very well. Chapter 10, Methods of Presenting Evidence, contains a discussion of conducting examination-in-chief and cross-examination, along with suggested techniques for presenting or drawing out evidence in those contexts. Chapter 10 also outlines rules relating to witness evidence and real evidence. Chapter 11 outlines some issues that may arise in respect of the credibility of one's own witness, the rules relating to those issues, and suggestions for dealing with them. Chapter 12 discusses rules relating to the use of admissible evidence.

An attractive feature of the book is the bibliography of further readings presented at the end of each chapter, containing references to books and articles pertinent to the topic of the chapter as well as to specific pages within those sources. Thus, although this book will serve only as an introduction for readers who require a deeper analysis of evidentiary issues, it is a useful starting point that also directs the reader toward those more thorough analyses.

Like other books in Irwin Law's Essentials of Canadian Law series, this work is directed mainly at law students. However, with its complete treatment of the principles and rules of the law of evidence and its references to the key authorities on various evidence questions, the book has the potential to be of use to practitioners as well. It is likely to see use as a quick reference guide, for example, in trial preparation, or as a refresher on evidence principles and a source of leading authorities for those principles. The book probably will be of interest also to persons who are not involved in the practice of law but are looking for an understanding of the trial process as it involves evidentiary issues.
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